Treatment of dengue fever
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Abstract: The endemic area for dengue fever extends over 60 countries, and approximately 2.5 billion people are at risk of infection. The incidence of dengue has multiplied many times over the last five decades at an alarming rate. In the endemic areas, waves of infection occur in epidemics, with thousands of individuals affected, creating a huge burden on the limited resources of a country’s health care system. While the illness passes off as a simple febrile episode in many, a few have a severe illness marked by hypovolemic shock and bleeding. Iatrogenic fluid overload in the management may further complicate the picture. In this severe form dengue can be fatal. Tackling the burden of dengue is impeded by several issues, including a lack of understanding about the exact pathophysiology of the infection, inability to successfully control the vector population, lack of specific therapy against the virus, and the technical difficulties in developing a vaccine. This review provides an overview on the epidemiology, natural history, management strategies, and future directions for research on dengue, including the potential for development of a vaccine.
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Introduction
Dengue is a febrile illness that can have a fatal outcome in severe cases. It is caused by a flavivirus with four distinct serotypes (DV-1, DV-2, DV-3, and DV-4). The virus is spread between humans by mosquito vectors of the Aedes genus, ie, Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. The exact pathophysiology of severe dengue infection (dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome) is still an enigma, although it is now widely accepted that the host immune system, host genetic makeup, and pathogen virulence all contribute towards the rapid deterioration seen in some patients. The incidence of dengue is rising and the disease is a major public health problem in the tropics. Dengue epidemics closely follow seasonal climatic change with waves of epidemics following each rainy season. During an epidemic, thousands may be affected. Whilst most of them recover from a simple febrile illness, a small but significant proportion go on to develop the dengue shock state with associated fatalities. In many affected areas, this adds up to a significant case fatality rate, predominantly among young children and individuals of working age. The difficulty in controlling dengue infection stems from three root causes, ie, the presence of four different serotypes of virus, each with the independent ability to cause fatal disease, a lack of understanding of pathophysiology, nonavailability of specific treatment, nonavailability of a vaccine for prevention, and difficulties in controlling the vector population.
There is no specific treatment for dengue other than supportive measures and judicious fluid therapy. Clinical trials have assessed various therapeutic options with minimal success over the last 50 years.\(^5\)\(^7\) The danger period of dengue or the so-called “critical period” where the patient might undergo sudden deterioration is relatively short and is between 48–72 hours. If the patient is appropriately managed during this phase, the chance of a fatal outcome is minimal. Still, this requires close monitoring and frequent review of fluid management. If the patient recovers, there are no sequelae in uncomplicated dengue (rare complications of dengue, such as orchitis, oophoritis, keratitis, and encephalitis, can have a long-term impact in a very small minority of cases).\(^3\) Infection does provide temporary protection against the same serotype but not against other dengue virus serotypes.\(^8\)

The case fatalities in severe dengue are attributable to several factors. During epidemics, hospitals are overburdened with large numbers of patients, and close monitoring and management is extremely difficult given the limited resources in developing countries. In addition, the lack of understanding of the exact pathophysiology of dengue has led to a paucity of sufficient evidence-based management protocols aimed at specific pathophysiological phenomena of the illness. Many patients, due to lack of awareness, present late to hospital, sometimes in shock; their management is difficult, with a poor outcome.

Due to practical difficulties in managing an established dengue infection, much emphasis is now placed on the prevention of transmission, by controlling vector populations. Various methods of vector control, ie, physical (removal of breeding places), chemical (insecticides and larvicides), and biological (use of bacteria such as \textit{Bacillus thuringiensis}) have been used to control the transmission of disease.\(^2\) However, this is a difficult task because the mosquito breeds even in small quantities of clear stagnant water (for example, between the trunk and the leaves of plants with large foliage). Such habitats are almost impossible to eradicate.

Despite these barriers, certain therapeutic and preventive measures have been explored in the last few decades to minimize the disease burden of dengue and to avoid fatalities. This review provides an update on dengue with regard to several important aspects of the disease, including its epidemiology, natural history, and management, as well as avenues for future research.

**Materials and methods**

A MEDLINE search was performed for all articles with the key word “dengue” in the title and “management”, “treatment”, “guidelines”, “vaccine”, “corticosteroids”, and “immunoglobulin” in the abstract. The initial search yielded 1121 hits on these criteria. The search was then restricted to articles published in the English language within the last two decades (1992–2012). Endnote X3 software (Thomson Reuters, Carlsbad, CA) was used to filter articles. Bibliographies of cited literature were also searched. All abstracts were read independently by the three authors, and key articles were identified based on a consensus among the authors. Fifty-three sources were selected for final synthesis based on their relevance to the subtopics. The search was restricted to the last two decades to avoid redundant data and to select more recent evidence. However, related or cited papers of crucial trials before this period have also been included. The epidemiological data and guidelines for treatment were downloaded from the websites of international agencies, including the World Health Organization.

**Overview of epidemiology and natural history**

As mentioned above, dengue is an endemic vector-borne disease predominantly seen in the tropics. Cases have been reported across the continents of Asia, Africa, The Americas, Europe, and Australia. The World Health Organization estimates that 2.5 billion people worldwide live in dengue-endemic areas, and 50 million new infections occur annually.\(^9\) There has been a significant rise in the number of epidemics and reported cases of dengue fever over the last 50 years. This represents an increase in detection rates with improved reporting, plus a true increase in incidence due to changes in environmental, climatic factors, and man-vector interaction. From 1955–1959 the average annual number of dengue infections reported to the World Health Organization was just 908 from less than 10 countries. From 2000–2007, the reported number was as high as 925,896 from more than 60 countries.\(^9\) Thus, the incidence of infection has been rising at an alarming rate. The distribution of disease burden within the endemic belt is also asymmetrical. Approximately 75% of the world’s dengue burden is in South East Asian and Western Pacific regions.\(^9\) However, with increased numbers of travelers in and out of endemic areas, dengue infections are increasingly encountered by physicians in nonendemic areas as well. Hence the disease burden is no longer limited to “endemic” areas.\(^10\)

The natural history of dengue infection is fairly straightforward. The incubation period following inoculation of the virus is around 4–7 days.\(^11\) The symptomatic phase of the illness is divided into three phases, ie, a febrile phase, a critical phase, and a recovery phase.\(^9\)
The febrile phase lasts for 5–7 days and is characterized by high fever, retro-orbital headache, arthralgia, myalgia, malaise, nausea, and vomiting. Examination may reveal an inflamed throat, lymphadenopathy, and tender hepatomegaly towards the latter part of the febrile phase. In many patients, the febrile phase is followed by the recovery phase and the entire illness may pass off as a simple febrile episode. The first diagnostic factor towards dengue at this stage may be the progressive drop in platelet count. It is commonly observed that the platelet count can drop rapidly from values above 250,000/µL to less than 100,000/µL over 2–3 days. If a drop in platelet count is seen in serial full blood counts, it is recommended to observe any patient with fever over the next 3–5 days with daily blood counts, especially in endemic areas during the times of epidemics. IgM antibodies against the virus are detectable in serum 5 days after the onset of fever.

The critical phase can start at any time from 3–7 days since the onset of the fever. The pathophysiological hallmark of the critical phase is increased capillary permeability with extravasation of fluids. As mentioned above, the exact mechanism for this capillary leakage is unclear, though immune mechanisms are thought to play a major role. Although the maximum drop in platelet count is usually seen during the critical phase, it is only a surrogate marker for the severity of illness. In some patients, the drop in platelet count can be as low as below 5000/µL. The onset of the critical phase is determined by evidence of fluid leakage only. This includes either clinically or radiologically demonstrable pleural effusion or ascites and/or evidence of hemoconcentration as shown by an increasing packed cell volume in serial blood counts. The critical phase lasts for 24–48 hours. During this time, the fluid balance must be carefully adjusted to strike a balance between keeping the vascular compartment adequately filled in the face of leakage while avoiding fluid overload later on. The fever characteristically comes down at the onset of the critical phase. Therefore defervescence is not a reason for complacency in dengue and only calls for more intense monitoring in the coming days.

Shock can occur during the critical phase for two reasons, ie, increased fluid leakage without an adequate intake and internal bleeding (facilitated by thrombocytopenia and deranged clotting). In the former situation, the packed cell volume will rise and in the latter it will fall. The typical signs of hypovolemic shock may be apparent in severe disease, but it is of vital importance to identify an at-risk patient well in advance. Serial monitoring for evidence of fluid leakage to approximate accurately the onset of the critical phase, close monitoring during the critical phase to identify bleeding (mucosal and skin bleeds, abdominal pain, melena, hematemesis, per rectal bleeding), monitoring of clinical parameters such as postural drop in blood pressure, postural tachycardia, and urine output to appreciate the fullness of the intravascular compartment, will all help to avoid death in severe dengue.

If the patient survives the critical phase he or she will enter the recovery phase. At this time (48–72 hours following the critical phase), the extravasated fluid will re-enter the intravascular compartment and, if there had been over-judicious administration of fluids, the patient could develop heart failure or pulmonary edema. Death can occur due to fluid overload as much as it can due to shock from bleeding or leakage. If careful fluid management has taken place, recovery will be obvious at the bedside, because the patient feels better, regains their appetite, and becomes more active. An itchy erythematous rash with speckles of white in between is observed in some patients during convalescence. The platelet count rises rapidly at this time and can easily cross the 150,000/µL mark in 2–3 days from values well below 50,000/µL.

What is described above is the typical natural history of a dengue infection. There can be many variations in the progression of illness with each patient. Some may have prolonged periods of thrombocytopenia while others may have a prolonged febrile phase. In some instances, fever may continue into the critical phase. Allowances must be made for individual variations due to host (immunity, comorbidities) and virus (virulence) related factors.

Management of dengue: an overview

Symptomatic management
During the febrile phase, liberal oral fluid administration and antipyretic treatment with paracetamol as required is recommended. Other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs should be avoided. If the patient has access to a health care facility nearby, he or she can be managed at home with observation of daily full blood counts. Excessive vomiting or diarrhea resulting in dehydration, severe prostration, or early bleeding manifestations are all indications for admission to hospital for close observation.

Management of the critical phase
No specific therapy has been shown to be effective in the treatment of any of the manifestations of dengue in a randomized controlled trial (Table 1). The mainstay of treatment is still careful fluid management.
Fluid resuscitation

The key issue here is the prediction and identification of the onset of the critical phase. When an effusion or ascites becomes clinically detectable, it indicates that the critical phase has already started several hours ago. A lateral decubitus chest radiograph or an ultrasound scan can be useful to detect early signs of fluid accumulation in serous cavities, but may not be technically feasible for each and every patient at times of epidemics. Generally, the onset of the critical phase can be predicted when the hematocrit starts rising above baseline (note that many patients are admitted to hospital well into the critical phase and there is a dilemma as to their “normal” hematocrit). A drop in platelet count to less than 100,000/µL is also an indicator that the patient is at risk of entering the critical phase in the next 24 hours.

The next step in management is close observation of vital parameters, fullness of the vascular system (postural drop in blood pressure, postural tachycardia), clinical evidence of hypovolemic shock, and manifestations of bleeding. Monitoring charts (those that graphically indicate key parameters such as hematocrit and platelet count) must be accurately maintained. Regular reviews (at least four-hourly) by physicians and nurses are essential during the critical phase.

The key management strategy during the critical phase is judicious fluid administration. The evidence base regarding the best choice of fluid, or the amount of fluid which should be administered, is limited. For obvious ethical reasons, there are no trials comparing the administration of intravenous fluids against placebo. Fluids used for volume expansion include normal saline, Ringer lactate, 5% glucose diluted 1:2 or 1:1 in normal saline, plasma, plasma substitutes, or 5% albumin. Currently there is no evidence that colloids are either superior or inferior to crystalloids. A series of studies in Vietnam have compared the use of crystalloids and colloids. Dung et al\(^9\) compared four intravenous fluid regimens (Ringer lactate, normal saline, 3% gelatin, and dextran 70) in 50 children aged 5–15 years with dengue shock; no difference was seen in the occurrence or duration of shock or fluid requirements in the three groups, and all patients recovered. However, the study was considered to be underpowered. In another study by Ngo et al,\(^8\) the same intravenous fluid regimens were studied in a larger cohort of 230 children with dengue, which included a larger proportion of patients with severe dengue. Again, no statistically significant benefit was seen with any regimen. However, a trend towards benefit of colloids over crystalloids was demonstrated, especially with early administration of colloids in more severely ill patients.

In a third study, Wills et al\(^9\) compared three fluid regimens (Ringer lactate, dextran 70, and 6% hydroxyethyl starch) in 512 children aged 2–15 years with dengue shock. The authors stratified the study population into two groups, ie, moderate shock (pulse pressure >10 and < 20 mmHg) and severe shock (pulse pressure <10 mmHg). Patients with moderate shock (n = 383) were randomized to receive Ringer lactate, dextran, or starch and those in severe shock (n = 129) were randomized to receive dextran or starch. No statistically significant differences were seen in either severity group in the requirement for colloid subsequent to the initial episode of shock, volumes of rescue colloid, total parenteral fluid administered, or number of days in the hospital. The authors concluded that treatment with colloids did not provide any benefit over treatment with Ringer lactate in patients with moderate shock. In patients with severe shock, no clear benefit with either starch or dextran was demonstrated. Despite the fact that there is no evidence to support the use of colloids in patients with severe shock, the authors felt that it would be unethical to compare colloids with crystalloids in such patients, because it is generally accepted that colloids are needed in cases of severe shock.

The ideal dose or rapidity with which fluid should be infused has not been demonstrated in the trials, and recommendations are based on treatment practices in centers which have had significant experience in treating dengue patients.\(^8\) Newer guidelines recommend more cautious use of fluids.
Fluid must be administered orally as much as possible. The rate of intravenous fluid administration should be at stepwise increments or decrements with at least 4–6-hourly hematocrit monitoring during the critical phase. However, in situations of shock, immediate resuscitation is necessary when the patient is not able to take fluids orally (severe vomiting, prostration) or is in shock.

The rationale in fluid management is to keep enough fluid in the vascular system during the leakage phase to avoid hypovolemia and while also avoiding overloading the patient with too much fluid. The recommended first-line intravenous fluid is crystalloids (0.9% saline). The rate of intravenous fluid administration should be at stepwise increments or decrements with at least 4–6-hourly hematocrit monitoring during the critical phase. However, in situations of shock, immediate resuscitation with 20 mL/kg boluses is recommended until blood pressure is recordable.

Some guidelines recommend the calculation of a fluid quota for the entire critical period. This involves calculation of the maintenance fluid requirement for 24 hours plus a 50 mL/kg (up to 50 kg) deficit correction and spreading this total amount over 48 hours. This entails the total amount of fluid (both intravenous and oral with boluses included) to be given over the 48 hours of the critical phase.

Colloids (eg, dextran) are recommended as second-line therapy when hypotension is not responsive to boluses of intravenous crystalloids (with reference to local or World Health Organization guidance).

A rise in hematocrit indicates further hemoconcentration due to leakage, and hence a need for more fluids. However, a drop in hematocrit may be due to either convalescence (reabsorption of extravasated fluid) or internal bleeding. If the patient is still ill and in critical phase with low platelet counts, always suspect bleeding. Sometimes there may not be any overt external manifestations of bleeding. In cases of suspected bleeding, the management strategy is transfusion of fresh whole blood.

Blood products
In practice, platelet transfusions are usually given to patients who develop serious hemorrhagic manifestations or have very low platelet counts, although the exact platelet count at which platelets should be given has not been defined. Transfused platelets survive only for a very short period in patients with shock syndrome. The degree of elevation of circulating platelets after transfusion varies directly with the amount of platelets transfused and inversely with the degree of shock. There is some evidence of benefit with fresh frozen plasma transfusion in increasing platelet counts, although the effect of plasma transfusion in dengue shock has not been studied in a controlled clinical trial. Blood transfusion is required in patients with severe hemorrhage, but there are no published data on its use.

Recovery phase
There is no need to restrict fluids as the patient recovers. The entire fluid amount can be given orally. However, close monitoring is necessary to recognize heart failure or pulmonary edema during recovery especially in patients with comorbidities such as congenital heart disease, ischemic heart disease, hypertension, and diabetes.

Other aspects of management
Dengue can have several other complications during the course of the illness, such as hepatitis, arthralgia, myocarditis, glomerulonephritis, and electrolyte imbalances, which are further complicated by fluid therapy. Therefore, liver function tests, renal function tests, electrolytes, electrocardiography, and echocardiography should be performed in dengue patients routinely and as needed (as resources and logistics permit). From a public health perspective, notification of cases and health education of the public will help to prevent further infections.

Immunomodulation
Given the postulated pathogenesis of dengue, treatments targeting the immune system have been trialed in dengue, with little success. The rationale for their use is to suppress the presumed immunological overactivity of the host in response to the virus. It is hypothesized that cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor alpha, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-6, IL-8,
IL-10, IL-12, and interferon gamma are significantly elevated in severe dengue and cause damage to the endothelial cells of the capillaries, resulting in fluid leakage.24

**Corticosteroids**

The World Health Organization guidelines for management of dengue do not recommend the use of corticosteroids. Clinical trials of corticosteroids in dengue have been inconclusive so far, and for the most part have been underpowered and lacking in methodological quality.7 Some of the early studies demonstrated possible beneficial effects of corticosteroids in dengue shock. However, a Cochrane review of these studies showed no benefit.25 Nonetheless, these randomized studies have been small and were performed over 20 years ago.7 A more recent study showed no beneficial effect of dexamethasone on platelet counts.26,27 A recent retrospective study showed some benefit with methylprednisolone in patients with severe dengue.28 Nonetheless, although some clinicians use steroids in treatment,29,30 there is currently no clear evidence to justify the use of corticosteroids in the treatment of severe dengue. There is a clear need for adequately powered, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials in both children and adults to evaluate fully the possible benefit or lack of benefit of corticosteroids in dengue infection.

**Intravenous immunoglobulins**

Similar to corticosteroids, intravenous immunoglobulins have been used in the treatment of dengue with little success. Ostronoff et al31 reported a series of five patients in Brazil with dengue and severe thrombocytopenia who were treated with intravenous immunoglobulins (500 mg/kg/day infusion over 3 hours for 5 days). Clinical improvement, together with improvement in platelet count, was seen in these patients. However, the only published randomized controlled trial investigating the effect of intravenous immunoglobulins on thrombocytopenia showed no benefit.32 Seriously ill patients with hemorrhage or shock were excluded from that study and hence the possible effects of intravenous immunoglobulins on dengue shock state were not studied. One important conclusion was that intravenous immunoglobulins were safe, with no significant side effects being encountered during the trial. There is currently insufficient evidence to make any recommendation regarding the use of intravenous immunoglobulins in dengue shock,6 and further studies are required.

**Other supportive therapies**

A randomized controlled trial compared the use of nasal continuous positive airway pressure (NCPAP) versus oxygen by mask in 37 Vietnamese children with dengue shock state and acute respiratory failure.33 It was shown that NCPAP effectively decreased hypoxemia and reduced the number of children requiring intubation and ventilation. Thus, NCPAP appears to be an effective treatment in acute respiratory failure associated with dengue shock state.

Carbazochrome sodium sulfonate (AC-17), a hemostatic drug with a capillary-stabilizing action, has been shown to reduce the vascular hyperpermeability induced by vasoactive substances through an agonist-induced inhibition of phosphoinositide hydrolysis.34 Its effect in severe dengue was investigated in a small randomized clinical trial conducted in 95 Thai children.35 The primary outcome measure was prevention of capillary leakage, as evidenced by the presence of pleural effusion, and the secondary outcome was prevention of shock. No evidence of benefit in either outcome measure was seen using AC-17 for treatment of dengue shock state, although the study was underpowered to detect a potential treatment benefit.

The role of different inotropic and vasopressor agents in dengue shock has not been investigated in clinical trials. Vasopressor drugs such as noradrenaline and dopamine are indicated in shock that is unresponsive to fluids, but no clinical trials are available on their use in dengue. In the case of cardiac dysfunction, it is appropriate to use cardiac inotropic drugs such as dobutamine or adrenaline in combination with a vasopressor, although, again, no evidence is available.

**Issues in developing a vaccine for dengue**

As mentioned above, the dengue virus has four serologically distinct types (DV-1, DV-2, DV-3, and DV-4). The virus has a positive sense RNA strand coding for three structural proteins (C-capsid, E-envelope, and M-membrane) and seven nonstructural proteins (NS1, NS2a, NS2b, NS3, NS4a, NS4b, and NS5).36 Initial optimism about developing a successful vaccine for dengue centered on the simple structure of the virus and the successful development of a highly effective vaccine for yellow fever virus which shares structural similarities with the dengue virus.

However, several issues have prevented the development of a successful vaccine for dengue. The historical details of attempts to develop a dengue vaccine and its technical aspects are a vast subject and beyond the scope of this review. Instead, we concentrate on giving an overview of the obstacles encountered in making a dengue vaccine.

Firstly, unlike the yellow fever vaccine, the dengue virus has four distinct serotypes. They are all potentially lethal to
humans in a severe infection. Therefore, the ideal vaccine must be immunogenic against all four serotypes rather than one. It has been shown that infection with one serotype will offer long-term protection against that serotype, but probably only short-term protection against the others. In fact, for those getting a second infection with a different serotype, the severity may be greater (see below). Therefore, a theoretical risk exists in developing a monovalent vaccine because even if it is successful in conferring immunity against one serotype, the risk may be greater for recipients if infected with a different serotype. Therefore, current efforts are mostly directed towards developing a tetravalent vaccine with immunogenicity for all four serotypes. However, this is an economically and technically demanding task.

Secondly, our understanding of the pathophysiology of dengue fever is as yet incomplete. One theory as mentioned above is that a secondary heterotypic virus (a different dengue virus serotype) causes more severe infection by activating previously sensitized T and B cells and by interacting with circulating neutralizing antibodies for the previous serotype. It is hypothesized that this process activates an immune cascade and a cytokine storm that is ineffective in clearing the infecting virus serotype but is severely damaging to the host. However, certain observations preclude this being the only mechanism responsible (severe infection can occur as a first infection in individuals without any previously circulating antibodies, and infants without any pre-existing cellular immunity can have severe infection). The antibody-dependent enhancement theory initially proposed by Halstead (as the “original antigen sin”) states that while the neutralizing antibodies of a previous infection are ineffective in combating current infection from a heterotypic virus, it still binds to these viruses and facilitates its uptake via Fc receptors to macrophages and monocytes, increasing target immune cell activation. This would obviously lead to an enhanced (and hazardous) immune response in the host. The implications of this phenomenon for development of a vaccine are that monovalent vaccines can be hazardous if they only produce neutralizing antibodies to a single serotype, and tetravalent vaccines must produce effective neutralizing antibody titers against all serotypes; suboptimal immune responses may again leave an individual vulnerable to a severe infection. Although these theoretical risks have not been realized in the limited clinical trials involving humans, in the event of a mass vaccination, this potentially is a cause for serious concern.

Thirdly, there is no animal model to recreate the disease process in humans. This is a major obstacle for vaccine development because preclinical trials cannot be clearly interpreted with regard to safety and efficacy. Many mammals, including mice, dogs, guinea pigs, and goats, do not develop an illness resembling dengue fever as seen when humans are inoculated with the virus. Nonhuman primates such as Rhesus and Cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, Macaca fascicularis) develop viremia and an antibody response when inoculated via the subcutaneous route, but not the clinical disease. Nonetheless, many animal studies conducted to date on dengue vaccines are based on these primates.

Fourthly, while neutralizing antibody titer following vaccination is a very important parameter for determining the efficacy and perhaps the safety of the vaccine, there is considerable difficulty in accurately assessing such titers with current assay methods. There is a lack of uniformity in assay methods employed in earlier vaccine trials, making it difficult to undertake a head-to-head comparison. Recently, the World Health Organization has made attempts to arrive at uniform protocols in assessment of dengue vaccine trials. There is also the difficulty in differentiating between different neutralizing antibodies to each serotype. This is further complicated by the fact that, in endemic regions, potential recipients may already harbor neutralizing antibodies to one or many serotypes, making it difficult to differentiate the response to the vaccine.

Fifthly, there are other concerns, some of which are theoretical (effect of a possible successful tetravalent vaccine on the wild-type dengue virus) and some are technical issues with regard to various vaccine platforms (nonuniformity of immune response in tetravalent live attenuated vaccines for each serotype, lack of immunogenicity, limited efficiency of uptake of plasmids of DNA vaccines by host immune cells, and finding a nonhazardous vector for viral vector-based DNA vaccines).

All these issues have so far delayed or prevented the development of a successful vaccine against dengue and some of the obstacles are yet to be overcome. Despite these, research is still ongoing because the cost-effectiveness of an efficacious vaccine will be massive in all endemic areas. Many different vaccine platforms are currently being investigated and are in various stages of development. These include live attenuated virus, purified inactivated virus, dengue virus-yellow fever chimeric, and subunit-based and DNA-based vaccines. Some have progressed to clinical trials in endemic areas involving small numbers of participants (adults, children, and infants). The fears of antibody-dependent enhancement in the recipients have not been realized and the long-term safety data are satisfactory.
in these trials. However, the protective immune response was not long-lasting or uniform across the different serotypes, making the trial vaccines fall short in efficacy. Therefore, the quest for a “perfect” dengue vaccine is still on, with different developers focusing on different vaccine platforms.

**Future directions**

One of the major areas for future research is development of the vaccines which has been discussed extensively in the preceding section. Research into the understanding of the pathophysiology of dengue, mainly the mechanisms behind the processes of capillary leakage and drop in platelet count, will help in accurate prediction of the critical phase, identifying at-risk patients, and targeting specific immunomodulatory therapy. The role of immunosuppressive/immunomodulatory therapy in dengue has not been adequately explored. As mentioned previously, the number of trials assessing the efficacy of steroids is small and has yielded conflicting results.\(^2\)\(^5\) Use of different preparations and doses of steroids makes it difficult to have a head-to-head comparison of study results. There is a need for a well-designed large-scale randomized clinical trial in this regard.

However, it must be acknowledged that there are certain difficulties in initiating and continuing with clinical trials involving immunomodulatory agents. Dengue is an acute and short-lasting infection. The harms and costs of such specific therapy have to be balanced against the expected benefit, even if the trials show that the agents are effective. For example, administration of intravenous immunoglobulins is clearly not economically feasible for many patients at the time of an epidemic, even if the trials showed that it is effective.\(^6\) Even in the absence of a specific therapy, in our clinical experience, supportive therapy in dengue is only effective when coupled with close monitoring. In such a situation it is difficult to justify subjecting patients with an acute short-lasting infection to potentially harmful and costly immunodulatory or immunosuppressive therapy in the setting of a trial. Selecting critically ill patients also creates an ethical dilemma because the presumed hypothetical benefits of such therapy cannot be based on solid reasoning, given that the pathophysiology of the disease itself is an enigma. Dengue in many endemic areas has become a sociopolitical issue because those who usually succumb to the illness are previously healthy and young individuals. Therefore, many clinicians and researchers are reluctant to go beyond the local guidelines (recommended effective supportive therapy) to try out new modes of specific therapy.

Despite the practical difficulties in conducting clinical trials on specific therapies and technical difficulties in creating a vaccine, we feel that an equally important and less controversial mode of controlling dengue should not be forgotten. That is the public health aspect of prevention of disease. Central health policy-making institutions of a country should have a detailed plan on case reporting, contact tracing, morbidity and mortality conferences, and environmental health improvement (grass-roots level teams to inspect local mosquito breeding sites in their localities, measures of vector control, and public health education). The legal framework should be strengthened to encourage citizens to keep their vicinities clear of mosquito breeding sites as much as possible. A successful dengue control campaign needs committed political backing to ensure adequate funding, central policy-making, supply and training of skilled personnel (entomologists, microscopists, health care workers) and an infrastructure (hospitals, drugs, laboratory facilities) to handle seasonal epidemics.

**Conclusion**

Dengue is a global health problem, with approximately 2.5 billion of the world’s population at risk of infection. The incidence of dengue has risen over the last 50 years at a phenomenal rate for reasons which are as yet poorly explained. Despite being a short-lasting illness without any significant long-term sequelae, a severe infection can be lethal. The pathophysiology of dengue is still obscure, although it is widely accepted that the “severe illness” is due to an interaction between the virus and the over-reacting immune system of the host. There is no specific treatment for the infection, and management is only supportive care with judicious fluid management during the critical phase coupled with continuous monitoring. The advantages of having a vaccine against dengue are immense, but progression in this regard is slow due to many technical difficulties.
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